ACCESS INITIATIVE FOR ABORIGINAL STUDENTS - INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS

Bachelor of Arts, Criminology Major
Vancouver Island University Faculty of Social Sciences
2020-2021 Admission

Name: _____________________________________________
(Please print your first and last name)

VIU Student Number: __________________________

The Criminology major for Bachelor of Arts students has reserved seats for Canadian Aboriginal students. Please indicate here if you would like to be considered for this category. If you are not selected for one of these reserved seats, your application will be considered with the general application pool. Please submit this form to the Registration Centre at 900 5th St. Nanaimo, BC, V9R 5S5.

The information on this form is collected under the authority of the University Act of British Columbia. The information provided will only be used for evaluation purposes. If you have any questions about the collection and use of this information, contact the Chair of the Criminology Department.

Signature of Applicant: _____________________________________________

Deadline to submit completed form: January 31, 2020